We propose a tuner, suitable for adaptive control and (in its discrete-time version) adaptive filtering applications, that sets the second derivative of the parameter estimates rather than the first derivative as is done in the overwhelming majority of the literature. In adaptive control and recursive parameter estimation one often needs to adjust recursively an estimate fi of a vector p , which comprises n constant but unknown parameters, using measurements of a quantity
Parameter Adjustment
In adaptive control and recursive parameter estimation one often needs to adjust recursively an estimate fi of a vector p , which comprises n constant but unknown parameters, using measurements of a quantity There are several popular methods for dealing with the problem above, for instance least-squares. Maybe the most straightforward involve minimizing the prediction error via gradient-type algorithms of the form:
where M is a constant, symmetric, positive-definite (2), which under the assumption that w ( t ) is identically zero read:
The nonnegative function V = ;qTM-'q has time derivative V = qTM-lQ = -qTxxTq, hence
Inspection of the equation above reveals that V is limited in time, thus q E C", and also that the error xTg E C2 (norms are taken on the interval [0, fl where all signals are defined). These are the main properties an algorithm needs in order to be considered a suitable candidate for the role of a tuner in an adaptive control system. Often Q E f ? or something similar is also a desirable property. To obtain the latter, normalized algorithms can be used; however, the relative merits of normalized versus unnormalized tuners are still somewhat controversial. Another alternative is to use a time-varying M , as is done for instance in least-squares tuning.
In 52 we present a tuner that sets the second derivative of 6. Then we show some simulations and make concluding remarks.
The Accelerating Algorithm
Classical tuners are such that the velocity of adaptation (the first derivative of the parameters) is set proportional to the regressor and to the prediction error xTfi-y = xTq. We propose to set the acceleration of the parameters:
14; = -xxTq -2 ( 1 + zzT)q. I (4) Notice that the the formula above is implementable (using 2n integrators) if measurement error is absent, because the unknown q appears only in scalar product with x. Choose another function of Lyapunovian inspiration:
Taking derivatives and using the accelerating tuner (4) gives
Integrating V we obtain
which leads immediately to the desired properties:
The slow variation property q E C2 follows without the need for normalization, and now we obtain xT(q + 24) E C2 instmead of xTq E L2 as before. We might regard xT(q + 2q) as a modified error, which can be used in the stability analysis of a detectable or "tunable" adaptive system via an output-injection argument; see [3] . A generalization of (4) 
Simulations
The simulations in this section compare the behavior of the accelerating tuner (4) with those of the gradient tuner (3) and of a normalized gradient one. All simulations were done in open-loop, with the regressor a two-dimensional signal, and without measurement noise. Figure 1 shows the values of and xTq respectively when x is a two-dimensional step signal. In Figure 2 the regressor is a sinusoid, in Figure 3 an exponentially increasing sinusoid, and in Figure 4 a pseudorandom signal generated using MATLAB. No effort was made to optimize the choice of gain matrices ( M I , M2, and M3 were all chosen equal to the identity), and the effect of measurement noise was not considered. It can be seen that the performance of the accelerating tuner is comparable, and sometimes superior, to that of the other tuners.
Concluding Remarks
Other ideas related to the present one are replacing the integrator in (3) with a positive-real transfer function [l, page 891, and using high-order tuning ([2, 41). High-order tuning generates as outputs ?j as well as its derivatives up to a given order (in this sense we might consider the present algorithm a secondorder tuner), but unlike the accelerating tuner requires derivatives of x up to that same order. We expect that accelerating tuners will find application in adaptive control of nonlinear systems and maybe in dealing with the topological incompatibility known as the "loss of stabilizability problem."
It seems likely that a better transient x steadystate performance compromise might be achievable with the accelerating tuner than with the velocity tuner. To verify this conjecture, a study of convergence properties of the accelerating tuner and their relation with the persistence of excitation conditions is in order, as well as more extensive simulations in the presence of measurement noise. A simplified stochastic analysis [5] indicates that the performance and convergence properties of the accelerating algorithm, together with its moderate computational complexity, may indeed make it a desirable tool for adaptive filtering applications. 
